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Background 

The SeqAPASS tool has been developed to predict across species relative intrinsic susceptibility 
to chemicals with known molecular targets (e.g., pharmaceuticals, pesticides) as well as evaluate 
conservation of molecular targets from high-throughput screening assays (i.e., U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency ToxCast Program) and molecular initiating events (MIEs) and early key events in the 
adverse outcome pathway framework, as a means to extrapolate such knowledge across species. The term 
“relative” is used because it is recognized that molecular target similarity is one consideration, though an 
important one, for making predictions of susceptibility to a chemical. Other important considerations for 
susceptibility that are not evaluated using the SeqAPASS methodology include how well a chemical is 
absorbed, distributed, metabolized, and eliminated, life stage, and other life history traits. Also, “relative” 
indicates that the determination of sequence similarity between proteins is based on comparison to a 
single protein sequence for a specific species. Additionally, we describe “intrinsic susceptibility” as the 
vulnerability (or lack thereof) of an organism to chemical perturbation due to its inherent biological 
composition.  

Cross-species comparisons of proteins can be conducted through examination of sequence and 
structural information, depending on how well the protein has been characterized and what is known 
about a chemical-protein interaction. SeqAPASS allows the user to assess various levels of protein 
sequence detail across species including comparisons of primary amino acid sequence (including ortholog 
detection), functional domain(s), and individual amino acid residue positions. Each level requires a 
greater understanding of the protein and its interaction with a chemical of interest (or similar ligand). 
Because human and veterinary drugs, as well as pesticides, are designed to act specifically on well 
characterized molecular targets, these chemical classes have proven useful for demonstrating the utility of 
the SeqAPASS tool and its application to various hazard assessment/research scenarios.  
The pertinent information necessary to begin a SeqAPASS query includes: the identification of a single 
(or multiple) query species and a query protein, which would be the molecular target(s) of interest (e.g., 
receptor or enzyme).  
 
The SeqAPASS algorithms mine, collect, and collate information from the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) protein database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/), conserved 
domains database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/), taxonomy database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy/), strategically utilizes the Stand-Alone Basic Local Alignment 
Search Tool for proteins (BLASTp; 
http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi?CMD=Web&PAGE_TYPE=BlastDocs&DOC_TYPE=Download 
and the Constraint-based Multiple Alignment Tool (COBALT; http://www.st-
va.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/cobalt/re_cobalt.cgi). 
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Accessing SeqAPASS 

For optimal SeqAPASS performance use Chrome  

Access SeqAPASS using the following URL: https://www.seqapass.epa.gov/seqapass/ 

Returning Users 

Click “Login” 

 

 

 

 

Select either “Login with EPA LAN User ID & Password” or “Login with PIV card” with two step 
verification to login.  

https://www.epa.gov/seqapass/
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First time users 

To request a username and password to access the SeqAPASS tool, select “here” below the login and 
follow the directions on the next page. The directions are different for the internal EPA user versus the 
external non-EPA user, however the user type does not limit access to the tool. Everyone that requests an 
account will be given one in a timely manner. Individual account allows users to store all previous 
SeqAPASS runs. Once the user has obtained their username, external users will select “Login with EPA 
LAN User ID and Password.” 

 

 

 

On the Log in screen the user will provide the necessary Login information:  

  EPA User: EPA LAN User ID & Password or PIV card with two step verification   
  External User: Username and Password 
 
Upon creating your password, login to SeqAPASS as described above for Returning Users. To change a 
password at any time, go to waa.epa.gov and select “User Profile” to reset. The user will then use the new 
password to login. 
 
Messages from the SeqAPASS development team 

Look for messages about planned version releases, data updates, and/or fixes to the SeqAPASS tool. 
These will occasionally be displayed below the SeqAPASS banner when the development team has 
information to share with SeqAPASS users. 
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SeqAPASS Home Tab  

The “Home” tab indicates who is logged in to the tool (right-hand of the screen) and contains links to 
obtain information about the SeqAPASS tool (About SeqAPASS), including contact information for 
support and references to published articles describing the SeqAPASS tool and its applications. Other 
relevant references to databases and tools are also referenced. A link to the SeqAPASS User Guide can 
also be found on this page. To Submit a Comment/Question click on the “Submit Comment/Question” 
link to email the developer. “Log out” icon in upper right-hand corner of screen can be clicked at any time 
to log out. “Information” buttons are present throughout SeqAPASS to give the user additional 
information or instruction regarding features and functionality of the tool. “Exit” buttons are also present 
by each external (non-EPA) link that takes the user to a page NOT maintained by the EPA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Request SeqAPASS Run Tab 

Clicking the “Request SeqAPASS Run” tab opens a page to enter the query information necessary for a 
SeqAPASS run. Each section of the “Request SeqAPASS Run” will be described below: 

5 
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Identify a Protein Target 

SeqAPASS is designed to predict cross species chemical susceptibility. Protein targets are often decided 
based on chemical, adverse outcome pathway (AOP), or high-throughput screening (HTS) assay target. 
Resources have been provided, as links, to aid the user in searching for appropriate protein targets and can 
be accessed by selecting the drop-downs found in the “Identify a Protein Target” box. 

 

Select Search  

There are two options for entering query information: “By Species” or “By Accession” (See radio buttons 
to the right of “Select Search”). Selecting “By Species” will allow the user to enter text and select from a 
dropdown list of species and then select a protein from any sequence available for that species in the 
NCBI protein database. Selecting “By Accession” allows the user to enter a NCBI protein accession. 
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Query “By Species”  

Type the name of the query species of interest in the “Query Species Search” text box. The species 
common name, scientific name, or Taxid (ID number derived from the NCBI taxonomy database) may be 
typed into the search bar. This is the species you would like to compare all other species to. The search 
bar has an auto-complete function and will generate a list of species with corresponding Taxid. When text 
is typed into the search bar, the auto-complete function queries the database in the order of “starts with” 
then “contains.” If an integer is typed in the search bar the auto-complete function queries the database in 
the order of “Taxid”, “starts with”, then “contains.”  

 

Note: The user can also use the NCBI taxonomy database to identify query species using the NCBI link 
on the right-hand side of the “Add Query Species” button. 

Select species of interest by clicking on the name in the drop-down box. Once species is selected, click 
“Add Query Species” button. This advances the species of interest to the “Query Species” box and fills 
the “Query Proteins” box with all available protein sequences for that species from the NCBI protein 
database (although the box only displays the initial 200 proteins/species based on lowest numerical 
accession number). The protein list includes the protein NCBI accession, protein name, and species 
scientific name. 
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To filter the query protein list, type the query protein name or partial name in the “Query Protein Search” 
box and click the “Filter Protein” button. This action will filter the protein list in the “Query Proteins” box 
to only display proteins that contain the user defined text (this search query does not contain an autofill 
feature due to the filter feature). Proteins will be listed in alphabetical order based on NCBI accession 
Example: typing “estrogen” retrieves all proteins that contain the word “estrogen” in the protein name 
(the user can scroll to identify proteins of interest).  

 

 

 

 

Note: To explore details associated with a protein of interest, click the “NCBI Protein Database” link to 
the right of the “Filter Protein” button to open NCBI proteins database (See SeqAPASS Documentation 
section of user guide for details about searching for query proteins using NCBI database). 

Highlight the protein or proteins of interest (Ctrl left click to select multiple proteins) in the “Query 
Proteins” box and click “Add Selected Protein(s)” button. This moves the protein(s) of interest to the 
“Final Query Protein(s)” box. To remove proteins from the “Final Query Protein(s)” box highlight those 
to be removed and click the “Remove Selected Protein(s)” button. Select “Remove All Proteins” to 
discard all proteins from “Final Query Protein(s)” box. The clear button removes all information 
previously entered on the “Request SeqAPASS Run” page.  
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Once the user identifies the protein(s) to be queried, select “Request Run.” A message will briefly appear 
in upper right-hand corner of the screen for 10 seconds to alert the user of the request status.  

 

Multiple proteins can be added to the final list for multiple SeqAPASS runs. If another query species is 
desired, return to “Query Species Search” to select the next species. Follow the process described above 
for selecting the proteins associated with this species. The proteins populated in the “Query Proteins” box 
will always be associated with the species highlighted in the “Query Species” box. 

Note: In the current version of SeqAPASS, PLEASE do not request more than 10 query proteins at a 
time to avoid longer wait times for the completion of a run.  

 

Note: A user may check the progress of the run by clicking on the “SeqAPASS Run Status” tab. (See 
SeqAPASS Run Status section of the user guide for more information)  
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Query “By Accession”  

Users familiar with the NCBI database can utilize NCBI protein accessions (e.g., NP_000116.2) to query 
the SeqAPASS tool. This is done by selecting the “By Accession” radio button to the right of the “Select 
Search” text on the “Request SeqAPASS Run” page.  

 

Upon selecting the “By Accession” radio button, a new query page will be displayed. Type the NCBI 
protein accession (e.g., NP_000116.2) for the protein of interest (this Accession comes from the NCBI 
protein database; See “SeqAPASS Documentation” for details) in the “NCBI Protein Accession” box. If 
desired, more than one NCBI Accession may be entered into the “NCBI Protein Accession” box by 
clicking the enter key after each additional NCBI Accession entry. 

Upon clicking the “NCBI Protein Accession” text box, a pop-up message will appear in the middle of the 
text box, to provide an example for the proper format of Accessions to be entered.  
 

 
Note: To avoid longer wait times for the completion of a run, in the current version of SeqAPASS, please 
do not request more than 10 NCBI Accessions at a time.  
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After the NCBI accession(s) of interest have been typed in the “NCBI Protein Accession” box, click the 
“Request Run” button. To remove proteins from the “NCBI Protein Accession” box click the “Clear” 
button. A message will briefly appear in the upper right-hand corner of the screen to alert the user of their 
run request status. 

 

Note: All NCBI Accessions can include the version number (one digit after the decimal place, e.g., 
NP_000116.2). Otherwise, if the version is not included, the most recent version of the accession will be 
queried automatically. 
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SeqAPASS Run Status 

Level 1 SeqAPASS (primary amino acid sequence comparisons) status is displayed as the default. The 
Accession in the column “Level 1 Query Accession” is that selected and queried by the user. For a query 
to finish it must display “complete” in the BLASTp column, 100% in the “Common Domains” column, 
and 100% in the “Ortholog Candidate” column. The “Common Domains” column displays the % 
completion for running Reverse Position Specific (RPS)-BLAST (Default E-value of ≤0.01) on the 
Accessions from the Level 1 Full Report. RPS-BLAST, and therefore “Common Domains” status, will 
take the longest to complete. The “Ortholog Candidate” column displays the % completion for running a 
reciprocal best hit BLAST evaluation for each hit sequence. The status for the “BLASTp” column is 
described as “started,” “analyzing,” or “complete.” If the user’s successfully submitted query has entered 
the run queue, the position of the submitted query in the queue will be indicated in the column (e.g., 2nd in 
queue). The “Common Domains” and “Ortholog Candidate” columns will also describe the position of 
the user’s submitted query in the run queue. Once the run has begun processing, the % completed for 
RPS-BLAST or reciprocal best hit BLAST, respectively, will be displayed. Please see example below: 

 
The user can view the status of requested SeqAPASS runs. Each Run is assigned a unique “SeqAPASS 
Run Id.” A Run is considered a query that was requested either individually or as a batch in the “Request 
SeqAPASS Run” tab. The user can view run start and end dates/times, and the duration of the run. (See 
Search, View, and Download Data Tables section of user guide for more information). The “Data 
Version” column indicates which version of NCBI data is being used (See “About” page for details on 
Data Versions) 

The user is also able to view the status of Level 2 (Functional domain(s)) and Level 3 (individual amino 
acid residue alignments). 
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View Level 2 Status by selecting the radio button. Also, while viewing the page, the user can click the 
“Refresh Data” button to refresh the data. “Level 1 Query Accession” column displays the NCBI 
accession selected and queried by the user. Please see below: 

 

View Level 3 Status by selecting the radio button. “Level 1 Query Accession” column displays the NCBI 
accession selected and queried by the user. The “Job Name” is the user defined name chosen to describe 
the Level 3 alignment. Also, while viewing the page, the user can click the “Refresh Data” button to 
refresh the data. Please see below: 

 

To return to previous tabs click on “Home,” “Request SeqAPASS Run,” or “SeqAPASS Run Status” 
tabs. 
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View SeqAPASS Reports Tab 

The “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab provides a table of completed SeqAPASS runs. From this page the 
user can choose to either “View Report” or “Save Report(s).”  

 

The completed runs, by default, are listed in the order in which they were completed, with the most recent 
runs at the top. The table includes information for each run, such as SeqAPASS Run ID (unique for every 
run regardless of if it is the same protein/species combination ran twice), Data Version, Ortholog Count 
(number of orthologs detected from the aligned hit sequences in Level 1; see Detailed Documentation 
page 79), NCBI Accession, Query Protein Name, taxonomy information for the query species, and the 
date/time of run completion.  

While viewing the page, the user can click the “Refresh Available Reports” button to refresh the table 
with additional completed runs. Partial protein sequences are highlighted in yellow as illustrated in the 
example below. (See Search, View, and Download Data Tables section of user guide for more 
information). 
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View Report 

To select a completed run and view Level 1 data, select the corresponding radio button in the first column 
of the table and click “Request Selected Report.” This will open the Level 1 page to view the Level 1 data 
and to set up queries for Level 2 and Level 3. 

Note: The user MUST select a radio button PRIOR to clicking “Request Selected Report.” If the user 
fails to select a radio button and clicks “Request Selected Report” a Spinning Wheel will appear and 
disappear, and no completed run will be opened. Further, there is no pop-up message indicating that the 
user did not select a radio button.  

 

Save Report(s) 

To download completed Level 1, 2, and/or 3 data, select the “Save Report(s)” radio button. Upon doing 
so the user can select which accession(s) to download by clicking the checkbox in the first column of the 
table associated with desired accession and click “Save Selected Report(s).”  
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The user can also deselect data that is not wanted in the download by scrolling to the far right of the table 
and deselecting the checkboxes for the different levels of the SeqAPASS analysis. By default, all 
available data for the selected accession will be downloaded in a zip file. 

 

A WinZip file will be created for all the selected Reports.  
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A pop-up seqapass.zip file should appear with data files for each selected report. The naming convention 
is the NCBI Protein Accession and the Data Version (e.g., AAG31441.2_v2). 

 

By clicking on one of the Reports for a Protein Accession_version, all available files for each Level of the 
SeqAPASS evaluation are available. 

Note: This download includes default settings only. If susceptiblity cut-off or any defaults were 
manipulated on Level 1 or 2 pages they will NOT be downloaded here and can ONLY be downloaded 
directly from the Level 1 or Level 2 page where the setting was manipulated by the user. Also, data 
visualizations can ONLY be downloaded from the Level 1 and 2 pages. They DO NOT populate in the zip 
file folders. 
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By selecting “Level1Reports”, both full and primary reports are available as csv files as well as a graphic 
of the density plot for determining the susceptibility cut-off. 

 

By selecting “Level2Reports”, all completed domain comparisons will be available and named by NCBI 
domain accession with the starting amino acid residue position for the domain (e.g., pfam00001(54)). 
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Upon selecting a domain file to view, both full and primary reports are available as csv files as well as a 
graphic of the density plot for determining the susceptibility cut-off. 

 

By selecting “Level3Reports”, all user defined Level 3 alignments are available as csv. 

Note: These csv files show the alignments across the entire sequence, not just those amino acid residues 
selected by the user.  
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Level 1: Primary Amino Acid Sequence Alignment  

From the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, upon selecting a radio button and clicking “Request Selected 
Report” the Level 1 data will be displayed.  

The “Level 1 Query Protein Information” box contains the SeqAPASS Run ID, Query Accession, 
Ortholog Count (# of hits identified as ortholog candidates to the query species protein sequence), NCBI 
Data updates (“Protein and Taxonomy Data:” displays the date that NCBI databases were downloaded 
and incorporated into the SeqAPASS database; BLAST Version: and Software Version: displays the 
version being used by the SeqAPASS tool for the selected data), Query Species, and Query Protein. Other 
information in this box will be described below. 

 

The default table displayed at the bottom of the page is the “Primary Report”, which includes query 
protein information in the first row below the column titles, followed by hit proteins whose sequences 
aligned with the query protein. The hit proteins are ordered from the highest to lowest percent similarity 
(Maximum percent similarity =100%). For each hit protein, Data version, NCBI Accession and species 
information is provided including the “Protein Count” which indicates the number of protein records per 
species in the NCBI protein database, taxonomic information (See Primary Report Settings section 
below in user guide for more detail on “Taxonomic Group” versus “Filtered Taxonomic Group” 
columns), and species names. Also included are the NCBI protein accession, protein name, BLASTp 
bitscore (describes overall quality of the alignment, See NCBI BLASTp tutorials), and percent similarity 
([hit bitscore/query bitscore]*100). If the hit protein has been identified as an ortholog candidate (using 
reciprocal best hit blast method), it will be noted with a “Y” for yes or if not an ortholog candidate, a “N”, 
for no. If the hit protein is predicted to be susceptible according to the susceptibility cut-off criteria, that 
will also be noted with a “Y” for yes or alternatively an “N” for no. The date the analysis was completed 
is also identified. The data also includes a column describing the number of ortholog candidates identified 
using the reciprocal best hit BLAST method. The susceptibility cut-off is also listed in a column. The cut-
off is determined through identifying local minimums in the density plot of the percent similarity values 
for the primary report data set and evaluation of ortholog candidates. Additionally, there is a column that 
identifies if the species is a Eukaryote noted with a “Y” for yes or alternatively an “N” for no. Links out 
to the NCBI Protein Database, NCBI Taxonomy Database, and ECOTOX Knowledgebase (specific to the 
data row) are embedded in the Level 1 data table for “NCBI Accession,” “Species Tax ID,” “Scientific 
Name,” “Protein Name”, and “ECOTOX” columns. (See Search, View, and Download Data Tables 
section of user guide for more information). 
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Default highlights identify partial protein sequences, sequences with a bitscore higher than the query 
sequence and therefore percent similarity greater than 100% (commonly synthetic constructs), and when 
zero ortholog candidates are identified (in this case a user should consider a different query sequence or 
check the full report). Please see Susceptibility Cutoff Box for Level 1 section of user guide for details 
when no orthologs are detected. Additionally, the default setting for the report shows only eukaryote data 
if a eukaryote is selected as the query protein, excluding prokaryote data from the table with the “Show 
Only Eukaryotes” checkbox checked. To view prokaryote data, deselect this checkbox. If a prokaryote is 
selected as the query protein, the default setting will include both eukaryote and prokaryote data and the 
“Show Only Eukaryotes” checkbox will not be selected. To limit the data to eukaryotes only, the user 
would check the “Show Only Eukaryotes” checkbox. 

Columns in left side of table: 

 

Columns in right side of table:  
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Level 1: Primary Report Settings      

Default settings 

The “Primary Report Settings” drop down allows the user to view default settings on the table below and 
manipulate certain settings. “Primary Report Settings” are only available on the “Primary Report” 
display, not the “Full Report.” The default settings show data for hits whose E-value are ≤ 0.01 and have 
been identified to have ≥ 1 domain in common with the query sequence. The default setting for the 
“Sorted by Taxonomic Group” is “class,” therefore the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column in the table 
is set to identify and report the taxonomic lineage of “class” from the NCBI Taxonomy Database. 
However, if class is not identified in the NCBI Taxonomic Hierarchy associated with the hit accession, 
then the algorithm will report the next available Taxonomic Group moving from class to subclass, to 
superorder, to order, to suborder, to superfamily, to family, to subfamily, to genus. Finally, the 
susceptibility predictions are set by using species read-across. (Please view Documentation Section of 
the User Guide for details on Read-Across settings). Briefly, Species Read-across is used to set the 
susceptibility prediction, where all ortholog candidates are Susceptible = Y; all species listed above the 
susceptibility cut-off are Susceptible = Y; all species below the cut-off from the same taxonomic group of 
one or more species above the cut-off are Susceptible = Y; and those below the cut-off that are not 
ortholog candidates and do not belong to a taxonomic group above the cut-off are Susceptible = N.  

 

Changing Default Settings 

The “E-value” and “Common Domains” settings can be manipulated by the user by entering the desired 
E-value or number of Common Domains in the respective text boxes and clicking “Update Report.” The 
table and data visualization will automatically be updated after a few seconds. The user may choose to 
change the level of the taxonomic hierarchy that is used for the susceptibility prediction. From the Sorted 
by Taxonomic Group” dropdown the user may choose to display a different taxonomic group in the 
“Filtered Taxonomic Group” column of the data table. 
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If the user chooses “order” for example, the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column in the data table will 
report the taxonomic lineage of “order” from the NCBI Taxonomy Database and all species read-across 
for the susceptibility prediction will be based on order instead of class. The data visualization will also 
update. As described previously, if order is not identified in the NCBI Taxonomic Hierarchy associated 
with the hit accession, then the algorithm will report the next available Taxonomic Group moving from 
suborder, to superfamily, to family, to subfamily, to genus. Upon selecting the Taxonomic Group from 
the dropdown and clicking “Update Report,” the Level 1 Data for the Primary report will update to the 
selected taxonomic level. 
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Level One Summary Report 

The user can view a summary of the data for each taxonomic group by clicking on the “View Level 1 
Summary Report” button. The data includes, number of species, mean percent similarity, median percent 
similarity and susceptibility prediction. This data can also be downloaded.  

 

 

The user may also choose to turn species read-across off, by using the “Species Read-Across” drop-down 
and selecting “No” and clicking “Update Report.” When “No” is selected, the susceptibility predictions 
will only be “Y” in the table below if Percent Similarity is above the Cut-off or if the hit is identified as 
an Ortholog Candidate, yes or “Y.” Any hit below the cut-off will yield a susceptibility prediction of no 
or “N.” 
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The user can select the “Full Report” on the “Level 1” page, which includes the same information as the 
“Primary Report” and additional information pertaining to the alignment of the protein sequence using 
BLASTp. Additional information includes the number of amino acid residues in the sequence (Hit 
Length), the number of exact matching amino acids between the hit and query sequence (Identity), the 
number of exact and similar matches in amino acids between the hit and the query sequence (Positives), 
the expect value (E-value) describing the number of different alignments expected to occur in the 
database search by chance, and the conserved domain count. The conserved domain count identifies all 
domains associated with the query protein in the NCBI conserved domains database (Specific hits, Non-
specific hits, Superfamilies, and Multi-domains; See NCBI conserved domains database for details). 
SeqAPASS algorithms record the query sequence coverage of each curated domain and compares that 
coverage to that of the hit sequence. If the hit sequence covers the curated domain greater than or equal to 
the query sequence, then the domain is considered a common domain between the hit and query. The 
number of common domains comparing each hit sequence to the query sequence are summed and 
reported. This column displays “0” when the hit protein and query protein do not have any common 
domains. (See Search, View, and Download Data Tables section of user guide for more information). 
The user can also download the currently applied report settings by selecting the “Download Current 
Level 1 Report Settings.” This csv allows the user to track which settings were used or changed by the 
user when downloading a data table. 

 

Note: SeqAPASS v2.0 and newer parse the BLASTp query and hit accessions to identify all the 
species/accessions from identical proteins. Therefore, if a hit sequence represents multiple species, all 
species with the identical sequence will be found in the data tables for Level 1. To determine which 
sequence/species was identified from BLASTp as a hit and which sequence/species was parsed from the 
identical sequence, view the “Full Report” for Level, column “Identical Protein,” where “N” is indicative 
of the original hit sequence and “Y” is the parsed sequence. 
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When downloading the current level 1 report settings, the following information will be present in the 
csv. If the user decides to change the default settings, the csv can be utilized for quick information if the 
SeqAPASS page is no longer accessible. 

Susceptibility Cutoff Box for Level 1 

 The susceptibility prediction is determined by identifying ortholog candidates, sequences above a defined 
susceptibility cutoff, or by identifying those species below the susceptibility cut-off from an organism 
class above the susceptibility cutoff. The default susceptibility cut-off is set by plotting the distribution of 
percent similarities calculated for each hit protein. From this plot, the critical points are identified, and the 
local minimums and maximums reported. Using the ortholog candidate data, a susceptibility cut-off is 
automatically determined by identifying the first ortholog candidate at an equal or higher percent 
similarity than the first local minimum. The user can view this graph by clicking the “Cutoff Settings” 
button in the “Susceptibility Cut-off” box, which will open a new tab in the web browser. The “Select 
Cut-Off” drop-down can allow the user to select between the default cut-off, the 2nd local minimum or a 
user defined cut-off. The 2nd susceptibility cut-off is identified in the density plot by finding the 1st 
ortholog candidate at an equal or higher percent similarity to that of the 2nd local minimum. Upon 
selecting the User defined cut-off from the dropdown, the user can view and closely examine the density 
plot and manipulate the cut-off. The Enter Cut-off text box becomes active and the user can enter a 
number 1-100. To update the cut-off in the Level 1 data report and/or close the cutoff tab and return to the 
Level 1 page, click “Update Cut-off” button. 
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Note: The user should have a justification for changing the susceptibility cut-off, either based on 
evaluation of Ortholog cutoffs in the data visualization or from empirical evidence.  

All potential susceptibility cut-offs generated by the data distribution and ortholog candidate 
identification are reported in the table with columns “Cut-off #” and “Susceptibility Cut-off”. The user 
can use these numbers to define a cut-off if empirical evidence suggests that the “Default” or “2 
minimum” are not supported. 
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No Orthologs Detected 

 

If no orthologs are detected from reciprocal best hit blast analysis, the “Ortholog Count” will be “0” at the 
top of the “Level 1 Query Protein Information” page. The cutoff will be set by the local minimums only, 
therefore the susceptibility prediction will NOT take into account ortholog candidates. It is recommended 
that the user checks the full report for Ortholog candidates or identifies a different query sequence for 
the susceptibility predictions. Here, the susceptibility predictions will be highlighted in dark pink in the 
Level 1 data table to indicate that 0 orthologs were detected and the susceptibility cutoff was determined 
from plotting the distribution of percent similarities and identifying the local minimums.  

 

Note: De-select the “Show Only Eukaryotes” checkbox to see if prokaryotes were identified as orthologs. 
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By clicking on the “Cutoff Settings” button when no orthologs are detected, the “Cut-off #” and 
“Susceptibility Cut-off” columns will report only the local minimum values. 

 

From the “Level 1” page the user can return to the list of completed SeqAPASS runs by clicking the 
“Main” button on the upper left-hand side of the “Level 1 Query Protein Information” page. 
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Level 2: Functional Domain(s) Alignment 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, on the “Level 1 Query Protein Information” page, there is a 
“Level 2” box for comparing hit domains to the query domain. In the “Level 2” dropdown box, there is a 
link out to the “NCBI Conserved Domain Database” for the query protein of interest. Below this link the 
user will find a drop-down containing functional domains associated with the query sequence for 
comparison across species.  

 

In the drop-down box (below the words “Functional Domains”) the user will find all domains associated 
with the query protein listed in the NCBI Conserved Domains Database. To compare a domain from the 
query protein to domains of the hit proteins, the user will use the drop-down to highlight a domain and 
click the “Request Domain Run” button. 

Note: Domains in the drop-down are listed with the first amino acid residue position that aligns with the 
NCBI curated domain in parenthesis, followed by the NCBI domain Accession, domain name, and 
description.  

  

Note: The user can also use the text box on the top of the drop-down to search the “Functional Domain” 
list in the drop-down. 
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It is recommended that the user click on the “NCBI Conserved Domains Database” 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/ link to identify which domains are “Specific hits” in the NCBI 
Conserved Domains Database. On the NCBI page, the user can scroll over the graphical representation of 
the domains associated with the query sequence to highlight and identify the Accession associated with 
domain “Specific hits.” The example below shows the user hovering over the NR_LBD_ER domain with 
the computer mouse. 

  

 

After identifying the domain(s) of interest and the corresponding starting residue and domain Accession, 
the user can return to the SeqAPASS tool, scroll to the domain of interest in the drop-down. If that 
domain has not been previously run by the user, the “Request Domain Run” button will become active 
and the user can click it to submit the domain query. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/cdd/
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When user clicks the “Request Domain Run” button, the following message will appear if the runs has 
been submitted successfully. 

 

When sequence comparisons have completed for the selected functional domain, the domain will be 
present in the drop-down in the View Level 2 Data area. The drop-down is not automatically populated 
with the completed domain run. The user must click on the “Refresh Level 2 and 3 runs” button to 
update the page for the newly completed domain to present itself in the Choose Domain to View drop-
down.  

To view a completed Level 2 domain, highlight the domain of interest in the drop-down box and click the 
“View Level 2 Data” button. This will bring the user to the “Level 2” data page for the selected query 
protein/domain.  

Note: The user can also use the text box on the top of the drop-down to search the “Completed Domain” 
list. 

 

View Level 2 Data Page 

The “Level 2 Query Domain Information” box contains the SeqAPASS Run ID, Query Accession, 
Ortholog Count (# of hits identified as ortholog candidates to the query species protein sequence), NCBI 
Data updates (“Protein and Taxonomy Data:” and “CDD Data:” display the dates that NCBI databases 
were downloaded and incorporated into the SeqAPASS database; “BLAST version:” and “Software 
Version:” displays the version being used by the SeqAPASS tool for the selected data), Query Species, 
Query Domain (with link out to NCBI domain page), Query Protein name.  
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The default “Level 2” table is the “Primary Report”, which includes query domain information in the first 
row below the column titles, followed by hit domains whose sequences aligned with the selected query 
domain. The hit domains are ordered from the highest to lowest percent similarity (Maximum percent 
similarity =100%). For each hit domain, Data Version, NCBI Accession and species information is 
provided, including the “Protein Count” which indicates the number of protein records per species in the 
NCBI protein database, taxonomic information, and species names. Also included are the NCBI accession 
for the query protein, query protein name, Domain Type, BLASTP bitscore (describes overall quality of 
the alignment, See NCBI BLASTp tutorials), and Domain percent similarity ([hit bitscore/query 
bitscore]*100). If the hit protein has been identified as an ortholog candidate (using reciprocal best hit 
BLAST method), it will be noted with a “Y” for yes or if not an ortholog candidate, a “N”, for no.   

A prediction of susceptibility is displayed based on the susceptibility cut-off, identified with a “Y” for yes 
or an “N” for no. The date/time the analysis was completed is also identified. (See Search, View, and 
Download Data Tables section of user guide for more information). There is a column that identifies if 
the species is a eukaryote, noted with a “Y” for yes or alternatively a “N” for no if the hit is a prokaryote. 
Additionally, a column with a link to the U.S. EPA ECOTOX Knowledgebase 
(https://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/help.cfm) is available when there are empirical toxicity data curated for the 
species identified in the row. This link allows the user to view available single chemical toxicity data 
from the literature for specific species. 

Default highlights identify partial protein sequences, sequences with a bitscore higher than the query 
domain and therefore percent similarity greater than 100% (commonly synthetic constructs), and when 
zero ortholog candidates are identified (in this case a user should consider a different query sequence). 
Additionally, the default setting for the report shows only eukaryote data, excluding prokaryote data from 
the table with the “Shows Only Eukaryotes” checkbox checked. To view prokaryote data, deselect this 
checkbox.  

 

 

 

https://cfpub.epa.gov/ecotox/help.cfm
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Level Two Summary Report 

The user can view a summary of the data for each taxonomic group by clicking on the “View Level 2 
Summary Report”. The data includes, number of species, mean percent similarity, median percent 
similarity and susceptibility prediction. This data table can also be downloaded.  
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Level 2: Primary Report Settings 

Default settings 

The “Primary Report Settings” box allows the user to view default settings on the table below and 
manipulate certain settings. The “Primary Report Settings box is only available on the “Primary Report” 
display. The default settings show data for hits whose E-value are ≤ 10. The default setting for the “Sorted 
by Taxonomic Group” is “class,” therefore the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column in the table is set to 
identify and report the taxonomic lineage of “class” from the NCBI Taxonomy Database. However, if 
class is not identified in the NCBI Taxonomic Hierarchy associated with the hit accession, then the 
algorithm will report the next available Taxonomic Group moving from class to subclass, to superorder, 
to order, to suborder, to superfamily, to family, to subfamily, to genus. Finally, the susceptibility 
predictions are set by using Species Read-Across. (Please view SeqAPASS Documentation Section of 
the User Guide for details on Read-Across settings). Briefly, Species Read-Across is used to set the 
susceptibility prediction, where all ortholog candidates are Susceptible = Y; all species listed above the 
susceptibility cut-off are Susceptible = Y; all species below the cut-off from the same taxonomic group of 
one or more species above the cut-off are Susceptible = Y; and those below the cut-off that are not 
ortholog candidates and do not belong to a taxonomic group above the cut-off are Susceptible = N.  

 

Changing Default Settings 

The user may choose to change the level of the taxonomic hierarchy that is used for the susceptibility 
prediction. From the Sorted by Taxonomic Group” dropdown the user may choose to display a different 
taxonomic group in the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column of the data table. 
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If the user chooses “order” for example, the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column in the data table will 
report the taxonomic lineage of “order” from the NCBI Taxonomy Database and all species read-across 
for the susceptibility prediction will be based on order instead of class. As described previously, if order 
is not identified in the NCBI Taxonomic Hierarchy associated with the hit accession, then the algorithm 
will report the next available Taxonomic Group moving from suborder, to superfamily, to family, to 
subfamily, to genus. Upon selecting the Taxonomic Group from the dropdown and clicking “Update 
Report,” the Level 1 Data for the Primary report will update to the selected taxonomic level. The user can 
also download the currently applied report settings by selecting the “Download Current Level 2 Report 
Settings.” This csv allows the user to track which settings were used or changed by the user when 
downloading a data table. 

 

 

The user may also choose to turn species read across off, by using the “Species Read-Across” drop-down 
and selecting “No” and clicking “Update Report.” When “No” is selected, the susceptibility predictions 
will only be “Y” in the table below if Percent Similarity is above the Cut-off or if the hit is identified as 
an Ortholog Candidate, yes or “Y.” Any hit below the cut-off will yield a susceptibility prediction of no 
or “N.” 

 

The user can select the “Full Report” on the “Level 2” data page, which includes the same information as 
the “Primary Report” and additional information pertaining to the alignment of the protein sequence using 
BLASTp and domain information. Additional information includes the NCBI PSSM ID, NCBI Domain 
ID, Domain Name, number of amino acid residues in the sequence (Hit Length), the number of exact 
matching amino acids between the hit and query sequence (Identity), the number of exact and similar 
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(similar side-chain substitutions) matches in amino acids between the hit and the query sequence 
(Positives), and the expect value (E-value) describing the number of different alignments expected to 
occur in the database search by chance. (See Search, View, and Download Data Tables section of user 
guide for more information). 

 

Note: SeqAPASS v2.0 and newer parse the BLASTp query and hit accessions to identify all the 
species/accessions from identical proteins. Therefore, if a hit sequence represents multiple species, all 
species with the identical sequence will be found in the data tables for Level 2. To determine which 
sequence/species was identified from BLASTp as a hit and which sequence/species was parsed from the 
identical sequence, view the “Full Report” for Level, column “Identical Protein,” where “N” is indicative 
of the original hit sequence and “Y” is the parsed sequence. 
 

 

When downloading the current level 2 report settings, the following information will be present in the 
csv. If the user decides to change the default settings, the csv can be utilized for quick information if the 
SeqAPASS page is no longer accessible. 
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Susceptibility Cutoff Box for Level 2 

The susceptibility prediction is set by identifying ortholog candidates, sequences above a defined 
susceptibility cutoff, or by identifying those species below the susceptibility cut-off from an organism 
class above the susceptibility cutoff. The default susceptibility cut-off is set by plotting the distribution of 
percent similarities calculated for each hit protein. From this plot, the critical points are identified, and the 
local minimums and maximums reported. Using the ortholog candidate data, a susceptibility cut-off is 
automatically determined by identifying the first ortholog candidate at an equal or higher percent 
similarity than the first local minimum percent similarity. The user can view this graph by clicking the 
“View Cutoff” button in the “Susceptibility Cut-off” box. Radio buttons located to the right of the 
graphical display indicate which Cut-off has been applied for the evaluation of susceptibility in the report. 
These radio buttons can be selected to change the cut-off in the table to the 2nd local minimum, where the 
2nd local minimum is identified in the density plot and the first ortholog candidate at an equal or higher 
percent similarity than the second local minimum percent similarity is used to set the cut-off. Or the user 
can define the local minimum by clicking on the “User Defined” radio button. Alternatively, the user can 
view the closely examine the density plot and manipulate the cut-off by clicking the “View Cutoff” 
button. 

 

Upon clicking “View Cutoff” button, a new page is displayed with a drop-down that allows the user to set 
the susceptibility cut-off using the first local minimum and the identified ortholog candidate, the second 
local minimum and the identified ortholog candidate, or by the “User defined cut-off” (where the user 
selects the cutoff). To update the cut-off in the Level 2 data report and/or return to the Level 2 page, click 
“Update Cut-off” button. 

Note: The user should have direct empirical evidence that species above the user defined cutoff are 
susceptible via the protein of interest, or that the species below the user defined cutoff are not susceptible. 
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Upon selecting the User defined cut-off from the dropdown, the Enter Cut-off text box becomes active 
and the user can enter a number 1-100.  

 

All potential susceptibility cut-offs generated by the data distribution and ortholog candidate 
identification are reported in the table with columns “Cut-off #” and “Susceptibility Cut-off”. The user 
can use these numbers to define a cut-off if empirical evidence suggests that the “Default” or “2 
minimum” are not supported. 
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No Orthologs Detected 

 

If no orthologs are detected from reciprocal best hit blast analysis, the “Ortholog Count” will be “0” at the 
top of the “Level 1 Query Protein Information” page. The cutoff will be set by the local minimums only, 
therefore the susceptibility prediction will NOT take into account ortholog candidates. It is recommended 
that the user checks the full report for Ortholog candidates or identifies a different query sequence for 
the susceptibility predictions. Here, the susceptibility predictions will be highlighted in dark pink in the 
Level 1 data table to indicate that 0 orthologs were detected and the susceptibility cutoff was determined 
from plotting the distribution of percent similarities and identifying the local minimums.  

 

By clicking on the “View Cutoff” button when no orthologs are detected, the “Cut-off #” and 
“Susceptibility Cut-off” columns will report only the local minimum values. 
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The user can return to the “Level 2” data page by clicking the “Update Cut-off” button or exiting the tab. 

Level 1 and Level 2: Data Visualization  

From the Level 1 or Level 2-results page SeqAPASS users can access an interactive data visualization for 
both the “Primary Report” or “Full Report” by clicking on the “Visualize Data” button.  

Example of Level 1 page:  
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Example of Level 2 page:  

 

The data visualization will then open in a new web browser tab, one for Level 1 and a different one for 
Level 2. The visualization will display for the report selected by the user on the Level 1 or Level 2 report 
page and be identified as “Level One Visualization – Primary Report” or “Level One Visualization – Full 
Report” and “Level Two Visualization – Primary Report” or “Level Two Visualization – Full Report.” 

Note: One report type at a time, either “Primary Report” or “Full Report,” can be displayed in the 
visualization tab for Level 1 and Level 2. Therefore, if the user is viewing the “Level One Visualization – 
Primary Report” page and returns to the Level 1 results page and clicks the radio button for “Full Report,” 
the data visualization tab will update to “Level One Visualization – Full Report.” 
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Level 1 and 2 Information Page  

The initial page that opens upon clicking the “Visualize Data” button provides the respective level query 
protein information, including SeqAPASS ID, query protein, query species, ortholog count, and query 
accession information. A link out to the NCBI protein database page corresponding to the queried 
accession is available by clicking the query accession. Information on the visualization is provided in the 
“Visualization Info” text box. To view the data visualization boxplots click the BoxPlot icon. The 
BoxPlot will then generate below the Visualization Info box.  
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Level 1 and 2 BoxPlot Page – Controls 

Upon clicking the “BoxPlot” icon on either Level 1 or Level 2 Visualization Information pages, a box for 
the boxplot “Controls” and a box for the interactive boxplot will open, respectively.  
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Manipulating Taxonomic Groups on x-axis 

The boxplot controls allow the user to edit the taxonomic groups that are displayed on the x-axis by 
clicking on the “X” for the Taxonomic Group name (e.g., Aves). This action removes the selected group 
from the x-axis. To the right of the “Taxonomic Groups” controls box is a drop-down that allows the user 
to remove or add back taxonomic groups to the x-axis of the boxplot graphic, by deselecting or selecting 
check-boxes in the dropdown. Similarly, unwanted taxonomic groups may be removed directly from the 
boxplot by hovering the cursor over the taxonomic groups listed along the x-axis. The user will notice 
that the selection arrow changes to a black arrow with a red ‘x’ next to it; clicking the taxonomic group 
will then remove it from the boxplot and the “Taxonomic Groups” controls box. The user can delete 
multiple species by pressing CTRL and either clicking individual species or slowly dragging across 
multiple species. Additionally, that taxonomic group will have the checkbox deselected in the 
“Taxonomic Groups” controls box drop-down list. 
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Customize BoxPlot Legend 

The user may customize the boxplot by adding a legend that will pinpoint species of interest on the 
boxplot. Upon clicking the drop-down for “Select Species for Legend” in the controls box the user may 
search in the text box for specific species to display in the boxplot legend. Upon identifying a species 
from the drop-down menu and selecting the checkbox the species name will be placed in the boxplot 
legend and a corresponding data point will be produced on the graph. The default settings display the 
species common name both in the “Select Species for Legend” dropdown and on the boxplot. However, if 
the species scientific name is desired, the user can select the radio button for “Scientific Name” in the 
controls box for “Species Legend Options.” This action will change the drop-down menu and species in 
the legend to display the species scientific name.  

Note: The database will take a brief moment to update the list upon changing between “Common Name” 
and “Scientific Name.”  
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Change Species Display on Plot 

Multiple scientific names can be represented by only one common name (e.g., Common name: Teleost 
fishes; corresponding scientific names: Spinibarbus denticulatus, Sinocyclocheilus rhinocerous, 
Sinocyclocheilus grahami, Sinocyclocheilus anshuiensis, Gobiocypris rarus, Thamnaconus 
septentrionalis). Therefore, if a species common name that represents multiple species was used to create 
the legend, and the user decides to instead select “Scientific Name,” by default the boxplot legend will 
change to display multiple scientific names that representing the individual common name and each 
scientific name will be represented by a unique color/shape point on the plot. However, if the user selects 
the checkbox “Group by Common Name” in the “Species Legend Options” control box, then the 
scientific names that are represented by one common name will all display the same color/shape point on 
the plot. 

The user has the option of removing selected species from the legend either by removing them directly 
from the “Select Species for Legend” drop-down box or by hovering the mouse directly over the species 
name in the legend. The mouse will change to a black arrow with a red ‘x’ next to it. Clicking the name 
while this arrow is displayed will remove the species from the legend and from the control box.  
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Customize the Legend to Display Species Groups of Interest 

In the “Optional Selections” controls box, the user has the option of displaying “Ortholog Candidates,” 
“Threatened Species,” “Endangered Species,” or “Common Model Organisms.” Upon selecting one of 
the checkboxes, red data points corresponding to species will be displayed on the boxplot. By hovering 
the mouse over a single red point, a pop-up box will appear with the corresponding species name, 
taxonomic ID, query protein, and percent similarity.  

Note: The user can select to display either species common name or scientific name in the hover over 
information box by selecting from the “Species Legend Options.”  

If the user selects either “Threatened Species” or “Endangered Species,” clicking on an individual red dot 
will open a new web browser tab and link to the corresponding species page on th US Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s Environmental Conservation Online System (USFWS, ECOS; e.g.,) 
(https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp0/profile/speciesProfile?sId=1506).  

 

 

 

 

 

https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp0/profile/speciesProfile?sId=1506
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BoxPlot Controls Widget for Bar Width, Zoom and Pan 

By clicking the “Open Size Controls” button, a “BoxPlot Controls” widget opens that allows the user to 
adjust the size of the bars on the boxplot by increasing or decreasing the “Bar Width” using the up and 
down arrows. The minimum and maximum size for bars are 6 and 60, respectively. To reset the bar width 
on the boxplot to default size, click the “Reset” button to the right of the “Bar Width” adjustment box in 
the “BoxPlot Controls” box. The user can also Zoom and Pan the boxplot by toggling the on /off button 
under the “Zoom” heading. The user can then zoom in or out by clicking the up or down arrows or 
entering a number in the text box and clicking enter. To reset the zoom on the boxplot to default size, 
click the “Reset” button to the right of the “Zoom” adjustment box in the “BoxPlot Controls” widget.  
The pan option is available when the “Zoom and Pan” option is toggled to the “on” position, which 
allows the user to click on the boxplot and drag the plot around the screen to reposition. To reset all 
BoxPlot Controls to default settings click the “Reset All” button. 

Note: Upon exiting out of the BoxPlot Controls widget, the Zoom and Pan options are automatically 
turned off. 

 

Download BoxPlot Widget 

To download the boxplot, click “Download BoxPlot” button in the controls box. A “Download Boxplot” 
Widget will pop up. It will be necessary to specify which type of file (SVG, PNG, or JPG,) to 
downloaded by clicking on the desired radio button for “Image Type.” The user may customize the 
resolution of the boxplot for PNG and JPG files prior to download by altering the “Width” and “Height” 
of the BoxPlot. To change “Width” or “Height,” enter the desired number in the text boxes. Click 
“Download Image” button to download the file. To close the “Download Boxplot” widget, click the “x” 
on the top right of the widget. 
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Hover-over Features in the BoxPlot 

By hovering over a taxonomic group name on the x-axis of the box plot, an information box will pop-up 
listing the top three species in order by highest percent similarity. If only one or two species are 
represented in the taxonomic group, then only those species will be displayed. Hovering the mouse over 
any of the species in the boxplot, that is present in the legend, will generate a pop-up box with the 
corresponding species name, taxonomic ID, query protein, and percent similarity. The susceptiblity cut-
off is displayed in a pop-up text box upon hovering over the dashed horizontal cut-off line. 

Summary Table for Species in a Specific Taxonomic Group 

By clicking on a box representing a taxonomic group in the boxplot a table will pop-up providing 
summary information for that particular group. The table header will provide summary statistics (i.e., 
mean and median percent similarity), including the Taxonomic Group name, number of species 
represented in the box, the overall susceptiblity prediciton for the selected taxonomic group. Data table 
includes protein and species information along with metrics for evaluated protein similarity and 
predicting suseptiblity. Also inlcuded in the table are columns indicating if a species belongs to a certain 
group of interest (e.g., Threatened Species; Endangered Species, Model Organism). Table can be 
downloaded by clicking on the icon for excel or csv file. 

Interactive Visualization with Level 1 Data Page and Level 2 Data Page 

The data visualization is programmed to update with changes made to the Level 1 Data page and Level 1 
Data page, respectively. Therefore, if the user updates the Susceptibility Cut-off (See user guide section 
Susceptibility Cutoff Box for Level 1 and Susceptibility Cutoff Box for Level 2) to the “Second Local 
Minimum” or “User Defined Cut-off,” the previously opened data visualization boxplot tab will update 
the cut-off accordingly. Similarly, the user modifies the Primary Report Settings (See user guide section 
Level 1: Primary Report Settings and Level 2: Primary Report Settings), the data visualization will 
update accordingly.  

Note: If the user updates the “Primary Report Settings” for “Sorted by Taxonomic Group” the boxplot 
will update to display the new taxonomic group selection that is present in the “Filtered Taxonomic 
Group” column in the data table. The user should be aware that manipulating the “Sorted by Taxonomic 
Group” to a different level in the taxonomic lineage (e.g., from class to order; from class to genus) adds a 
larger number of taxonomic groups to the x-axis. Therefore, the plot may require greater user 
manipulation using the BoxPlot Controls to view the data. 
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Level 3: Individual Amino Acid Residue Alignment 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, on the “Level 1 Query Protein Information” page, there is a 
“Level 3” dropdown for setting up the query for comparing individual amino acid residues to a template 
sequence. It is anticipated that the choice of template sequence and residues that are selected to align will 
be derived from the published literature in most cases. Publications evaluating homology models, protein 
crystal structures, pesticide field resistance, or utilizing site-directed mutagenesis are a few examples of 
the types of studies that may contain such information to guide a Level 3 SeqAPASS evaluation.  

 
 
Relevant literature containing these data can be identified using the SeqAPASS “Reference Explorer.” 
The user can search for literature with the protein(s) of interest with an auto-populated search term that is 
integrated into a predefined Boolean string and generate a Google Scholar link that will take them to 
scientific articles containing their protein(s).  
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The user can modify the Boolean search string by adding text to the “Additional Names” text box and 
clicking the “Add Protein Name” button. By selecting a name that is currently in the text box and clicking 
the “Remove Selected Protein” button, the user can delete names from the text box and therefore these 
names will not be included in the Boolean string for the Google Scholar search. 

 
When satisfied with the protein names to be included in the Boolean search string, the user will select the 
“Generate Google Scholar Link” button. A pop-up will appear displaying the Boolean sting to be 
searched in Google Scholar. The user can continue to modify the Boolean string by clicking in the text 
and adding additional information. The Boolean string can be copied and pasted elsewhere by the user by 
clicking the “Copy to Clipboard” button. The user can also choose to use the generated Boolean string to 
search Google Scholar. To do so the user will select the “Search Google Scholar” button. 
 

 
 
Upon selecting the “Search Google Scholar” button, a new tab will be generated in the browser for 
Google Scholar that contains the Boolean string in the search with publications and articles that matched 
the SeqAPASS generated Boolean sting. The literature displayed by Google Scholar for the user should 
be evaluated to identify appropriate articles for determining Level 3 template sequences and critical 
individual amino acids for comparisons across species. 
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In the “Level 3” box, there is a link out to the “NCBI Protein Database” for identifying the template 
sequence of interest. Below this link the user will find a text box where the user can enter an NCBI 
Protein Accession with the version number (e.g., NP_000116.2) or a FASTA formatted sequence (e.g., < 
>gi|62821794|ref|NP_000116.2| estrogen receptor isoform 1 [Homo sapiens] 
MTMTLHTKASGMALLHQIQGNELEPLNRPQLKIPLERPLGEVYLDSSKPAVYNYPEGAAYEFNA
AAAANA 
QVYGQTGLPYGPGSEAAAFGSNGLGGFPPLNSVSPSPLMLLHPPPQLSPFLQPHGQQVPYYLENE
PSGYT 
VREAGPPAFYRPNSDNRRQGGRERLASTNDKGSMAMESAKETRYCAVCNDYASGYHYGVWSC
EGCKAFFK 
RSIQGHNDYMCPATNQCTIDKNRRKSCQACRLRKCYEVGMMKGGIRKDRRGGRMLKHKRQRD
DGEGRGEV 
GSAGDMRAANLWPSPLMIKRSKKNSLALSLTADQMVSALLDAEPPILYSEYDPTRPFSEASMMG
LLTNLA 
DRELVHMINWAKRVPGFVDLTLHDQV). 
 
Upon clicking on in the “Select Template Sequence” text box, a pop-up message will appear to provide 
examples for the proper format of Accessions or FASTA files to be entered. A link out to the NCBI 
Protein Database is available for the user and found above the template entry text box. 
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Additional sequences can (this is an optional field the user can choose to fill in) also be incorporated into 
the Level 3 alignment using the “Additional Comparisons (optional)” text box. Upon clicking on the 
“Additional Comparisons (optional)” text box, a pop-up message will appear to provide examples for the 
proper format of Accessions or FASTA files to be entered.  
 

Note: In the “Additional Comparisons (optional)” text box, zero or more NCBI Protein Accession must 
be entered prior to FASTA sequence(s) if they are to be included in the Level 3 alignment.  

 

Below the text box where the user can choose to add additional sequences for comparison, is a link to 
NCBI COBALT (Constraint-based Multiple Protein Alignment Tool). The NCBI COBALT allows the 
user to align multiple sequences and is the alignment tool that SeqAPASS algorithms utilize to set up the 
query of individual amino acid residues across species.  

Note: The user does not need to use the COBALT link to run a Level 3 evaluation, however the link is 
available in case the user chooses to further evaluate or compare multiple potential template sequences. 

Under the text “Enter Level 3 Run Name,” there is a text box where the user can enter a user defined 
name for the run. The user may only enter letters or integers as text for the name. The user defined name 
will appear in the “View Level 3 Data” dropdown upon completion of the Level 3 sequence alignment.  
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To complete the set-up for a Level 3 query the user must select which sequences to compare to the 
identified template sequence. Listed in the Choose Taxonomic Group(s) drop-down are all Taxonomic 
Groups that were identified as hits in the “Level 1” primary amino acid sequence alignment data. Because 
COBALT is used to align all sequences that are selected, it is recommended that the user selectively 
identify sequences from the hit table below to align. For example, selecting sequences with low similarity 
to the template sequence along with sequences sharing high similarity to the template sequence can skew 
the alignment because COBALT is trying to align all the sequences together. It is recommended that the 
user select sequences by first selecting a taxonomic group from the “Choose Taxonomic Group(s) drop-
down. The user can also use the NCBI taxonomy link to type in the name of the “Taxonomic Groups” 
found in the drop-down to look up which species fall in that group.  
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Note: The “Choose Taxonomic Group(s):” drop-down will display the level of the taxonomic hierarchy 
being displayed in the “Filtered Taxonomic Group” column of the Level 1 Data table. For example, if the 
user changes the default option from “class” to “order,” then “order will be displayed in the dropdown.  
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By choosing a group from the drop-down menu, the “Level 1” table below will be filtered by the selected 
Taxonomic Group (see column “Taxonomic Group” in Level 1 data table). When a “Taxonomic group is 
selected from the drop-down, it can take up to a few seconds for the Level 1 data table to filter 
completely, depending on the size of the table. The user can then examine each hit protein in the Level 1 
table and select those that they would like to compare to the template sequence. To select 
sequences/species from the filtered Level 1 data table, the user will select the check boxes in the first 
column of the table. Although it is not typically recommended, the user may also select the header check 
box in the first column to select all sequences/species in the filtered table. 

Note: The user can also type the “Taxonomic Group” of interest in the text search box at the top of the 
drop-down for quick filtering.  

Below is an example where the user selected the “Taxonomic Group” Actinopteri from the drop-down 
and then selected individual sequences/species to align with the template sequence. The number of 
selected species will be shown in the text above the “Request Residue Run” button.  

 

(See Search, View, and Download Data Tables section of user guide for more information) 

The user can choose to align sequences/species from multiple taxonomic groups with the template 
sequence, by going back to the “Choose Taxonomic Group” drop-down and selecting another group, 
which filters the Level 1 table based on the group selected, and then the user can select additional species 
from the newly filtered table. As before, the number of selected species can be tracked in the text above 
the “Request Residue Run” button that reads “X species selected.” 

When the user has selected all sequences they want to align, then click the “Request Residue Run” button. 
Upon successful submission of a Level 3 query the user will see the following pop-up message. If 
submission is unsuccessful, a message will appear describing the reason for the unsuccessful submission. 
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To update the “Choose Query to View” drop-down menu with the completed Level 3 alignments, the user 
can click on the “Refresh Level 2 and 3 runs” button.  

 

Additionally, the user can check the status of the Level 3 run by clicking the “SeqAPASS Run Status” tab 
and the radio button for “Level 3 Status.” Typically, Level 3 alignments complete in a few seconds. When 
the Level 3 query completes and the Level 1 page has been updated, the user defined Level 3 Run Name 
will be available in the “Choose Query to View” drop-down menu. After selecting the desired Run Name 
from the drop-down, click “View Level 3 Data” button to view the aligned sequences and set up the 
individual amino acid residue alignments with the selected sequences/species.  

 

 

 

 

 

Upon a successful Level 3 query submission a pop-up message will be displayed as follows in the upper 
right-hand side of the screen: 
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Once the Level 3 run has completed, the user can select the “Select Level 3 Run Name” drop down in the 
View Single Report box to view an individual user defined level 3 run. If the user has completed multiple 
Level 3 alignments, between a template sequence and more than one taxonomic groups, the user can 
combine Level 3 reports by selecting the “Combine Level 3 Data” button. A pop-up will appear for the 
Combine Level 3 Reports. There are a series of three steps to combine Level 3 reports. First the user will 
Choose a Level 3 Template from the dropdown that contains a list of all templates used to generate 
alignments in Level 3 by the user. The template sequence must be in-common to the Level 3 runs that will 
be combined. 

 

After selecting the template, the user will click the “Next” button. At this point the user will select all 
Level 3 Jobs that are to be combined by selecting the check box in the “Level 3 Jobs” dropdown next to 
the user defined names. After all jobs that are to be combined are selected the user will click the “Next” 
button. Note that as the user moves through each step of the Combine level 3 Reports feature, the step the 
user is currently on is indicated by highlighting the button in blue coloring (example “Level 3 Jobs” 
button is highlighted when working on selecting Jobs to combine).  
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The next step in the Combine Level 3 Reports feature is to put the jobs in order as to how they should be 
displayed in the output. Typically, sequences from an individual taxonomic group are aligned to a 
template sequence and named accordingly (e.g., Actinopteri, Amphibia, Aves, etc.). It may be useful to 
order the combined report similarly to how the taxonomic groups are displayed on the x-axis of the Level 
1 or Level 2 data visualization. Therefore, the user can select the user defined name from the Order Level 
3 Jobs: text box and drag and drop the name to the desired order from top to bottom. To move on to select 
individual amino acids for sequence comparisons the user will select the “View Level 3 Data” button. 

 

 

The order selected will translate to the top to bottom order displayed in the data table, with the template 
sequence only displayed once in the first row and all selected jobs below. 
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View Level 3 Individual Amino Acid Query and Data Page 

Clicking the “View Level 3 Data” button, the Level 3 data page opens. The “Level 3 Template Protein 
Information” box contains the SeqAPASS Run ID, Query Accession (with link out to NCBI), Ortholog 
Count (# of hits identified as ortholog candidates to the query species protein sequence), NCBI Data 
(displays the date that NCBI databases and executables were downloaded and incorporated into 
SeqAPASS), Level 3 Run Name (defined by user), Template Species (Entered by user in Level 3 query), 
Template Protein, and Query Residues (this field is populated with residues upon selection and successful 
table update).  

 

The user can view the “Level 3” data page, which includes the Data Version, NCBI Accession, Protein 
Count, Taxonomic information, Protein Name, and date/time the Level 3 run completed. The data table 
remains in order of percent similarity, with those sequences having the highest percent similarity to the 
template sequence, on the top, to those with the lowest percent similarity on the bottom. (See Search, 
View, and Download Data Tables section of user guide for more information). 
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For additional information on Amino Acid Residues, including definition of the acronym, the amino acid 
residue name, the classification for the amino acid side chain and the size of the amino acid residue based 
on molecular weight, the user can click the “Show Amino Acid Info…” button. A pop-up table, “Amino 
Acid info,” will be displayed providing this information.  

 

To obtain individual amino acid residue alignment data in the Level 3 data table, the user must use the 
shuttle in the “Level 3 Template Protein Information box to select positions and amino acid residues from 
the chosen template sequence to align with the sequences/species that were selected by taxonomic group. 
Single letter abbreviations are used for the amino acid sequences.  

G: Glycine A: Alanine S: Serine T: Threonine C: Cysteine V: Valine  
L: Leucine I: Isoleucine M: Methionine P: Proline F Phenylalanine    U: Seleno-cysteine  
Y: Tyrosine W: Tryptophan D: Aspartic Acid  E: Glutamic Acid   
N: Asparagine Q: Glutamine H: Histidine K: Lysine R: Arginine 
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The user can select one residue at a time by clicking and highlighting the residue of interest and then 
clicking the top right arrow shuttle button to move the residue to the right-hand box for inclusion in the 
alignment. Each time a residue is added to the right-hand box, the left-hand box resets itself to the 1st 
residue. Or the user can select multiple residues at the same time by holding the Ctrl button, clicking on 
residues, and then clicking the top right arrow shuttle button to move the residues to the right-hand box. 
The user can choose to remove selected residues by using the left arrow button to clear one at a time or 
the double left arrow button to remove all selected residues at once. When residues of interest (likely 
defined from the literature as described above) have been selected, click the “Update Report” button, 
which then updates the Level 3 Data table with the individual residue alignment data. 

Alternatively, the user can enter the amino acid positions in the “Enter Amino Acid Residue Positions” 
text box (e.g., 351,353,362) and click the “Copy to Residue List” button. 

Upon clicking “Copy to Residue List” the “Select Amino Acid Residues” shuttle box is populated with 
the position and residues typed. The user can then click the update Report button to produce Level 3 
results in the table below. 

 

The individual amino acid residue alignment data will then be updated on the right most columns of the 
Level 3 Data table. The user can submit a maximum of 50 individual amino acid residues from the 
template sequence to compare to the other selected sequences. The individual amino acid residues will be 
listed in numerical order starting with the 1st position in the template sequence to the last position in the 
template sequence.  
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Level 3 Data – Primary Report 

The default report is the “Primary Report” and can be recognized as such because the radio button for 
“Primary Report” above the “Level 3 Data” table is selected. 

The “Primary Report” columns for the alignment will be titled “Similar Susceptibility as Template” (“Y” 
or “N” for yes or no, respectively), followed by Position 1, Amino Acid 1, Total Match 1, Position 2 
Amino Acid 2, Total Match 2, Position 3, Amino Acid 3, Total Match 3…. The template sequence will 
always be in the top row of the Level 3 Data table followed by the previously selected sequences. Further, 
the residues selected in the shuttle will also be displayed in the top row corresponding to the template 
sequence. Each Position and Amino Acid in the following rows are those corresponding to the Protein 
Accession identified in that row and aligning with the template sequence. The Total Match X describes 
whether the amino acid residue matches the template based on side-chain classification and molecular 
weight, “Y,” for yes, or “N,” for not a match to the template. The user can evaluate this data to understand 
how well conserved an amino acid residue is across species or in a species of interest to add an additional 
line of evidence to support (or question) susceptibility predictions. The user can also download the current 
report settings by selecting the “Download Current Level 3 Report Settings.” This csv allows the user to 
track which settings were used or changed by the user when downloading a data table. 

 

When downloading the current level 2 report settings, the following information will be present in the 
csv. If the user decides to change the default settings, the csv can be utilized for quick information if the 
SeqAPASS page is no longer accessible. 
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Level 3 Data – Full Report 

The user may choose to view the Full Report for Level 3 data by selecting the radio button above the 
“Level 3 Data” table for “Full Report.” The table below will automatically update to display all of the 
alignment details. 

The “Full Report” columns for the alignment will be titled “Similar Susceptibility as Template” (“Y” or 
“N” for yes or no), followed by Position 1, Amino Acid 1, Direct Match 1, Side Chain 1, MW1, MW 
Match 1Total Match 1, Total Match 1, Position 2, Amino Acid 2, Direct Match 2, Side Chain 2, MW2, 
MW Match Total Match 2, Total Match 2……… The template sequence will always be in the top row of 
the Level 3 Data table followed by the previously selected sequences. Further, the residues selected in the 
shuttle will also be displayed in the top row corresponding to the template sequence. Each Position and 
Amino Acid in the following rows are those corresponding to the Protein Accession identified in that row 
align with the template sequence. The Total Match X describes whether the amino acid residue matches 
the template based on side-chain classification and molecular weight, “Y,” for yes, or “N,” for not a 
match to the template. The user can evaluate this data to understand how well conserved an amino acid 
residue is across species or in a species of interest to add an additional line of evidence to support (or 
question) susceptibility predictions. 

 

The “Direct Match X” column describes whether the hit amino acid is an exact match to the template 
amino acid, providing a “Y” or “N” for yes or no, respectively. The “Side Chain X” column indicates the 
side chain classification for the amino acid residue (click on “Show Amino Acid Info…for more 
information on classifications). The “Side Chain Match X” column indicates whether the hit side chain 
has the same classification as the template amino acid, providing a “Y” or “N” for yes or no, respectively. 
The “MW X” column indicates the molecular weight (g/mol) of the amino acid residue and the “MW 
Match X” column indicates whether the hit molecular weight has a difference in molecular weight greater 
than or equal to 30 g/mol compared to the template amino acid, providing a “Y” or “N” for yes or no, 
respectively. For the “Total Match X” to be “Y,” both “Side Chain Match X” and “MW Match X” should 
be either “Y” and Y” or one “Y” and one “N,” respectively. Only if both “Side Chain Match X” and 
“MW Match X” are “N” and “N,” then the “Total Match X” is “N” for no. Ultimately, the Total Match 1, 
2, 3, 4…. are used to inform the “Similar Susceptibility as Template” column. If there is one or more “N” 
for Total Match comparing any amino acid residue to the template across a row for a given species, then 
the “Similar Susceptibility as Template” is “N” for no, indicating that the hit species is predicted NOT to 
have the same susceptibly prediction as the template sequence. However, if all “Total Match X” are “Y” 
for yes, then the “Similar Susceptibility as Template” is “Y” indicating that the hit species is predicted to 
have the same susceptibly prediction as the template sequence. 
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Multiple Level 3 Runs Requiring the Same Amino Acid Residue Comparisons 

Typically, Level 3 individual amino acid residue alignments are submitted repetitively, comparing species 
from one taxonomic group at a time to the template amino acid residue(s).  

 

Therefore, to increase efficiency in submitting the same alignments in Level 3 over and over again, the 
user can take advantage of the “Copy to Residue List” button. For the first alignment of amino acid 
residues, the user would select the amino acid residues to align and click the “Update Report” button. 

 

By clicking “Update Report” the residues that were selected will be copied into the “Enter Amino Acid 
Residue Positions” text box. When the user selects a new Level 3 Run Name from the same Level 1 query 
accession) to view by using the “View Level 3 Data” dropdown and clicking the “View Level 3 Data” 
button on the Level 1 Query Protein Information page, the “Enter Amino Acid Residue Positions” text 
box will be populated with the amino acid residues selected from the previous run. 

 

The user can keep, add, or delete, residue positions in this box and click “Copy to Residue List” button. 
The amino acid residues will then be moved to the “Select Amino Acid Residues Shuttle” and the user 
can then click “Update Report” to view the data in the table below. 
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Moving Between Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 Data Pages 

As a user chooses to view Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 data in the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, new 
buttons become available for allowing the user to move between Levels of an analysis. Please see 
snapshot below.  

 

The user can use the “Main” button to return to the list of completed Level 1 runs and select a different 
query accession to view. The “Level 1” button brings the user to the Level 1 data page, where the user can 
set up queries for Level 2 and Level 3, as well as select the button to view Level 2 and Level 3 data pages. 
Open Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 pages remain open until the user selects a different run to view on the 
“Main” page. Moving between tabs, such as “Home,” Request SeqAPASS Run,” and “SeqAPASS Run 
Status”, does not close the Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 pages that have been opened.  

Note: If the user logs out of the SeqAPASS tool, upon logging back in, the data will reset to default 
settings. Therefore, the View SeqAPASS Reports tab will not display the “Main,” “Level 1,” “Level 2,” 
or “Level 3” buttons, until a query is chosen and Level 2 and Level 3 pages are opened. 

Search, View, and Download Data Tables 

The user can use the “Search” box to enter text to search the table. Further, the user can use the arrow 
buttons and page numbers on the bottom of the screen to view all data and the drop-down to expand the 
table to 10, 20, or 50 rows. There are also left and right scroll bars at the bottom of the tables to allow the 
user to view all columns of the table.  

Search using text box on top of tables: 

 

 

 

 

 

Options for viewing data: 

 

All data tables in the SeqAPASS tool can be downloaded as Excel or csv files. The icons for downloading 
the files are present on the bottom right-hand side of all tables. Click the icon to down load data. 
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Upon selecting a csv file, the user can choose to save or open the file. Each file is appropriately named by 
Level of the SeqAPASS evaluation and report type.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Upon selecting a .xls file, the user can save the report to their desired location. Each file is appropriately 
named by Level of the SeqAPASS evaluation and report type.  
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Log out 

The user can log out from any page in SeqAPASS, by clicking the “Log out” link on the upper right-hand 
side of the page. If a user clicks Log out and then Logs back in, all settings will be set back to default. 
User can log out at any time by clicking the “Log out” link on the upper right-hand side. Any successfully 
submitted queries that were requested prior to logging out will continue running and when completed, 
will be available to the user in the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab. 

 

Pop-up Messages  

The Spinning Wheel pop-up is used as an indicator to alert the user that an action is taking place, where 
the interface of the SeqAPASS tool is contacting the backend database. For example, upon clicking the 
“SeqAPASS Run Status” tab, “Refresh Data” button, “View Level 2 Data” button, or “View Level 3 
Data” button the Spinning Wheel will pop-up and disappear from the screen. There are multiple other 
instances where the spinning wheel is used as an indicator to the user that an action is occurring. 

 

Pop-up messages are meant to guide the user to submit the correct information for a query, inform the 
user of a successful or failed query submission, or otherwise inform the user of an error. All pop-up 
messages will appear for 10 seconds on the upper right-hand side of the screen, and then disappear. If the 
user would like to close the message before the 10 seconds is up, click on the message and an “x” will 
appear of the upper right-hand corner of the message box. Click the x to close the message. 

In the “Request SeqAPASS Run” tab, Compare Primary Amino Acid Sequences “By Species” page, a 
successful Level 1 query submission will display a pop-up message indicating that the query has been 
submitted to the run queue or if “existing’ message appears indicating that the accession has been ran 
previously either by a user and is available to view. 

 

 

OR 
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User did not select any query proteins from the “Request SeqAPASS Run” tab, Compare Primary Amino 
Acid Sequences “By Species” or “By Accession” page, and clicked “Request Run” button. 

 

OR 

 

 

If the user enters non-sense text (or any text that is not an NCBI accession) into the “NCBI Protein 
Accession” text box for submitting a Level 1 query in the “Request SeqAPASS Run” tab, in the Compare 
Primary Amino Acid Sequences “By Accession” page, and clicked “Request Run” button, the message 
below will pop-up indicating that the Accession entered is not in the SeqAPASS database. 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user clicks “View Level 2 Data,” a successful 
Level 2 query submission will display a pop-up message indicating that the query has entered the run 
queue. 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user selects a domain that has already been 
submitted (but not completed) and clicks “Request Domain Run” a message for successful Level 2 query 
submission will display a pop-up message indicating that the query has entered the run queue 
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In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user clicks “View Level 2 Data” without 
selecting a domain to view from the drop-down, the message below will pop-up to indicate that the user 
must select a domain. 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, a successful Level 3 query submission will display a 
pop-up message indicating that the query has entered the run queue. 

 

 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user fails to type a user defined Level 3 Run 
Name, the message below will pop-up to indicate that the user must do so. 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user fails to select species from the Level 1 Data 
table to be compared with the template sequence, the message below will pop-up. 

 

In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, Level 1 page, if a user fails to select a Level 3 Run Name from the 
Choose Query to View drop-down and clicks the “View Level 3 Date” button, the message below will 
pop-up. 
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In the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab, “Level 3 Template Protein Information” data page, if a user fails 
to select amino acid residues using the “Select Amino Acid Residues” shuttle and clicks the “View Level 
3 Date” button, the message below will pop-up. 

 

Sequence Alignment to Predict Across Species Susceptibility (SeqAPASS) Documentation 
Query Species: The selection of the query species for a SeqAPASS analysis is dependent upon the 
question the user is addressing. For example, the query species can be the target species (i.e., human or 
companion animal in the case of drugs; or insect, plant, fungus, or pest in the case of pesticides) or, 
depending on the application of the susceptibility prediction, the query species may be a species known or 
hypothesized to be sensitive to a chemical acting on the protein molecular target of interest. There may be 
instances where a protein for the species of interest has not been sequenced, in this case it may serve the 
users purpose to identify another taxonomically related species from the same organism Class, Order, 
Family, or Genus as a surrogate query species. In certain cases, when there is interest in the susceptibility 
of a particular species (e.g., honey bee) and in the case that there are numerous potential target species 
(e.g., neonicotinoids are intended to cause mortality in a number of pest insects) the species of particular 
concern may serve as the query species. 
 
Query Protein: SeqAPASS can be queried with any protein sequence available in the NCBI protein 
GenBank database, by protein name, or NCBI Accession. It is suggested that the user of SeqAPASS 
examines their query protein and species in the NCBI protein database prior to submitting a run to 
SeqAPASS (use NCBI link on query page). It is not uncommon for a protein of a specific species to be 
represented by more than one sequence. In such cases there are some guiding principles for identification 
of the best sequence available for the SeqAPASS run. 
 
General guidelines: These guidelines describe best practices for identifying the most useful sequence for a 
species susceptibility prediction in SeqAPASS, however, in some cases, limited sequence information is 
available and therefore less desirable sequences may be used. It is up to the user of SeqAPASS to 
recognize the quality and limitations of the sequence chosen for the SeqAPASS query. The information 
about a particular protein can be found on the Protein page in the NCBI database 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/). 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/protein/

 
 
 
Search for a protein of interest using protein name and/or species of interest: For the example above, 
multiple hit proteins were identified. 

 
Select one of the proteins by clicking on the link shown above to see detailed information about the 
protein 
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Guiding principles: On the NCBI protein page, rows to examine include: “DEFINITION,” 
“REFERENCES,” COMMENTS,” and “FEATURES.” The information provided in these rows can aid a 
SeqAPASS user in the identification of an ideal query sequence for SeqAPASS. 
It is desirable to: 
a. Use accessions with the following prefix: NP_  
b. Avoid use of protein sequences labeled “partial,” “PREDICTED,” “PROVISIONAL,” “INFERRED,” 
or “hypothetical” 
c. Avoid using those labeled “TPA” (Third Party Annotation), however if TPA is all that is available 
“TPA: experimental” would be preferred over “TPA: inferential” 
d. Look at the date associated with the protein in the “LOCUS” row of the detailed protein page. A more 
recent date can have the most up-to-date annotation of the protein. Under the “DBSOURCE” row of the 
detailed protein page other accessions associated with past protein sequences can be viewed. Many times, 
if the “xrefs” row is heavily populated and has the most recent annotation update date, it is likely to be the 
best sequence to use as a query sequence in SeqAPASS. 
d. Short sequences should be avoided when possible as query sequences. Many times, if one selects the 
protein from the protein output derived from the NCBI protein database query, they will find that the 
short sequence is actually a partial sequence described in the “DEFINITION” row of the Protein page. 
e. Unless there is reason for doing so (based on the question the user is trying to address), splice-variants 
labeled in “FEATURES” rows of the Protein page as “alternatively spliced” would be less desirable 
f. It is important to check the references associated with the selected query protein. In some cases, certain 
sequences are associated with sensitivity to a given chemical. This can be particularly useful when 
predicting susceptibility to pesticides, where certain strains of insects are produced to be readily sensitive 
or insensitive to a chemical. 
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g. A secondary check of the sequence used in the SeqAPASS run would be to look at the output derived 
and see whether ortholog candidates were detected. Ideally a preferential sequence would have more 
ortholog candidates identified. 
 
Important Note: To identify which query protein has the greatest number of Ortholog Candidates the user 
can choose to submit multiple proteins with the same species and protein. Upon the Level 1 runs 
completing for those similar proteins, the user can then select the “View SeqAPASS Reports” tab and 
look at the table for “Ortholog Count” the protein with the highest number is likely to be the most 
appropriate query species for a SeqAPASS evaluation. 
 
Example: Androgen receptor, Homo sapiens 
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Example cont: 

 
 
h. If multiple proteins appear to be the best query protein for SeqAPASS, the sequences can be aligned 
using NCBI’s COBALT. Enter (copy and paste from NCBI protein search list) accessions and align. 
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Alignment page will be generated

 
To evaluate sequences, change settings for “Conservation Setting” from “2 Bits” to “Identity” 
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Look for differences in the sequence (e.g., conserved residues, gaps) and start by eliminating sequences 
that have gaps. 
i. If, after the suggested evaluations of the proteins are performed, questions remain as to which sequence 
would be best to run in SeqAPASS, run all relevant sequences in SeqAPASS for the evaluation. The 
individual residue differences between commonly named sequences will become most important when 
evaluating residues known to be important for binding the chemical or activating the protein (Level 3 
SeqAPASS analysis). After completing the SeqAPASS run, select the data that has the greatest number of 
ortholog candidates for your evaluation of conservation and further predictions of cross species 
susceptibility. Depending on the protein of interest, multiple subunits may be associated with a protein. In 
this case, all relevant subunits can be queried using SeqAPASS. 
 
Level 1 Calculated Percent Similarity 
 
The SeqAPASS algorithms submit the query to NCBI’s standalone BLASTp (using default settings, 
including BLOSUM-62 matrix), which aligns the query protein with all proteins available in the NCBI 
protein database and provides a variety of metrics associated with each pairwise alignment between the 
query and hit sequences. SeqAPASS selectively captures output from BLASTp, including one sequence 
per species with the highest bit score. Detailed descriptions of metrics derived from BLASTp (e.g., 
BLASTp Bitscore, E-Value, Positives, Identity, Hit length) can be found in: 
The NCBI Handbook: (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21106/);  
BLAST® Help: (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK62051/) and the 
NCBI Glossary Field Guide: (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Class/FieldGuide/glossary.html) 
 
The top row of the Level 1 data corresponds to the queried protein selected by the user. For each sequence 
queried, the Level 1, top row query sequence is used to determine the maximum bitscore for the analysis, 
which is derived from aligning the query sequence to itself using BLASTp. To calculate percent 
similarity, the bitscore for each hit sequence is normalized to the maximum bit score and then multiplied 
by 100. 
 
Note: SeqAPASS v2.0 and newer parse the BLASTp query and hit accessions to identify all the 
species/accessions from the identical proteins. Therefore, if a hit sequence represents multiple species, all 
species with the identical sequence will be found in the data table for Level 1 and Level 2. To determine 
which sequence/species was identified from BLASTp as a hit and which sequence/species was parsed 
from the identical sequence, view the “Full Report” for Level 1 or Level 2, column “Identical Protein,” 
Where “N” is indicative of the original hit sequence and “Y” is the parsed sequence. 
 
Common Domain Count 
 
Reversed Position Specific BLAST (RPS BLAST) is used to compare each query and hit sequence to 
conserved domains defined in NCBIs Conserved Domain Database. A hit domain is considered in 
common with the query domain if it contains the same domain accession as the query and it aligns with 
the NCBI curated domain with the same or greater amino acid residue coverage than the query sequence. 
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Ortholog Candidate Identification 
 
Ortholog sequences are those that have diverged from a speciation event and therefore are more likely to 
maintain similar function. SeqAPASS uses reciprocal best hit (RBH) BLAST for ortholog detection by 
automatically comparing each hit protein to all protein sequences available for the query species and if the 
original query protein or one of its identical protein matches is identified to by the best match to the hit or 
maintain the same bitscore, then the hit sequence would be considered an ortholog candidate. The 
sequence is indicated an Ortholog Candidate or not with a yes (Y) or no (N) in the column. 
 
Note: Many NCBI protein accessions represent multiple identical protein sequences in the BLASTp 
output. This is due to BLASTp querying and presenting data from the non-redundant protein database. 
Sometimes the identical sequences are from different species. This can be checked by following the link 
for the top row “NCBI Accession” in the table to the NCBI protein page. Below the protein name 
[species] title will be a link to “Identical Proteins.”  
Click the “Identical Proteins” link and look for a sequence in the list from the user defined query species. 

 
Note: If the top hit is a Protein DataBank (PDB) code (e.g., 1AHR_A) from RBH BLAST there will be 
no ortholog candidates identified. BLASTp when ran against all accessions for a given species does not 
return PDB codes. It is recommended that the user identify a similar/identical sequence to the PDB code 
and use that sequence as the query sequence. 
 
Susceptibility cut-off 
The susceptibility cut-off values listed on the “Level 1 (and Level 2) Susceptibility Cut-off” page are 
determined by plotting the % similarity data from the “Primary Report” or “Full Report” and identifying 
the local minimums in the data. The default cut-off is determined by taking the 1st local minimum and 
moving up in percent similarity until the next ortholog candidate is found. The susceptibility cut-off 
displayed in the list is the percent similarity of the identified ortholog candidate. 

Criteria for Susceptibility Prediction (when “Primary Report Settings” is set to “Species Read-Across:” 
Yes) 

All sequences identified above the susceptibility cut-off are predicted to be susceptible; therefore, 
Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off, but identified as an Ortholog Candidate = Y, for 
“yes,” then the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 
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If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off but belongs to any organism class found above the 
susceptibility cut-off, the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for 
“yes”. This criterion allows susceptibility predictions to be made across taxonomic groups based on the 
likelihood that the sequences above the cut-off are better matches to the query. 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off and not identified as an ortholog candidate (Ortholog 
Candidate = N, for “no,”) and does not belong to any organism class found above the susceptibility cut-
off, the hit is predicted to not be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = N for “no” 

Note that the “Primary Report” may yield different Susceptibility Predictions than the “Full Report,” as 
the predictions are based on the data in the different reports. The Primary Report is filtered to only display 
E-value ≤ 0.01 and Common Domain Count ≥ 1. 

Criteria for Susceptibility Prediction (when “Primary Report Settings” is set to “Species Read-Across:” 
No) 

All sequences identified above the susceptibility cut-off are predicted to be susceptible; therefore, 
Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off, but identified as an Ortholog Candidate = Y, for 
“yes,” then the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off and not identified as an ortholog candidate (Ortholog 
Candidate = N, for “no,”), the hit is predicted to not be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = 
N for “no” 

Level 2 Calculated Percent Similarity 

Data obtained from the Level 1 RPS BLAST evaluation is used to assign sequence ranges that aligned 
with a user selected domain (from the NCBI CDD database) to each accession from the Level 1 Full 
report. BLASTp is then used to align the query domain range to each hit domain range. The percent 
similarity is calculated based on the bit scores from the BLASTp alignment of the domain regions. For 
each sequence queried, the Level 2, top row query species is used to determine the maximum bitscore for 
the analysis, which is derived from aligning the query sequence to itself using BLASTp. To calculate 
percent similarity, the bitscore for each hit sequence is normalized to the maximum bit score and then 
multiplied by 100. 

Susceptibility cut-off (same method as used in Level 1) 
 
The susceptibility cut-offs listed on the “Level 2 Susceptibility Cut-off” page are determined by plotting 
the % similarity data from the “Primary Report” or “Full Report” and identifying the local minimums in 
the data. The default cut-off is determined by taking the 1st local minimum and moving up in percent 
similarity until the next ortholog candidate is found. The susceptibility cut-off displayed in the list is the 
percent similarity of the identified ortholog candidate. 
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Level 2 Criteria for Susceptibility Prediction (when “Primary Report Settings” is set to “Species Read-
Across:” Yes) 

All sequences identified above the susceptibility cut-off are predicted to be susceptible; therefore, 
Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off, but identified as an Ortholog Candidate = Y, for 
“yes,” then the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off but belongs to any organism class found above the 
susceptibility cut-off, the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for 
“yes”. This criterion allows susceptibility predictions to be made across taxonomic groups based on the 
likelihood that the sequences above the cut-off are better matches to the query. 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off and not identified as an ortholog candidate (Ortholog 
Candidate = N, for “no,”) and does not belong to any organism class found above the susceptibility cut-
off, the hit is predicted to not be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = N for “no” 

Note that the “Primary Report” may yield different Susceptibility Predictions than the “Full Report,” as 
the predictions are based on the data in the different reports. The Primary Report is filtered to only display 
E-value ≤ 0.01 and Common Domain Count ≥ 1. 

Level 2 Criteria for Susceptibility Prediction (when “Primary Report Settings” is set to “Species Read-
Across:” No) 

All sequences identified above the susceptibility cut-off are predicted to be susceptible; therefore, 
Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off, but identified as an Ortholog Candidate = Y, for 
“yes,” then the hit is predicted to be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = Y for “yes” 

If the hit sequence is below the susceptibility cut-off and not identified as an ortholog candidate (Ortholog 
Candidate = N, for “no,”), the hit is predicted to not be susceptible; therefore, Susceptibility Prediction = 
N for “no” 

Level 3 Sequence Alignments 

COBALT is used to align all user selected sequences (from Level 1 hits) with a user defined template 
sequence. Because COBALT algorithms align all sequences, it is recommended that the user align the 
template sequence with sequences that are most similar to one another. As a means to capture the most 
similar sequences from the SeqAPASS data it is recommended that the user filter the Level 1 data by 
taxonomic group and step through the Level 1 data pages one by one while selecting sequences. It is 
recommended that the user look at the name of the sequence and exclude ‘partial’ sequences when 
possible. Requesting a query from one taxonomic group at a time, breaks the data down in manageable 
alignments. 

Selecting Amino Acid Residues to Align 

The user may select up to 50 amino acid residues to compare across selected species in Level 3. 
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